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ABSTRACT 

 
In metro cities the people living near a sewage treatment plant where there's a probability of harmful 

gas vaporous that may spread in atmosphere mostly at midnight which we should not breath. For this reason, 
we have assembled a framework for detecting and cautioning the human being living nearby. The plan for the 
Environmental Alert System is an inspiration to avoid inhaling of various synthetic compounds noticeable all 
around. The unit comprises of a variety of four gas sensors each for methane, carbon monoxide, smoke, 
propane. We have developed with an Intel Edison for detecting wirelessly and cautioning. Environmental Alert 
System is a proper air pollution detecting gadget. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The air pollution has become a big problem to all humans living in metro cities. Due to increase in 
population from various sewage treatment plants including the high-rise buildings and from various city 
corporation sewage treatment plants. The hazardous atmosphere has been selected to access the vulnerability 
in the surrounding areas [1]. The network Application processor has been implemented by using personal 
computer and by using the independent transducer interface it is connected STIM. Using the standard 
methods, the gas sensors are calibrated [2]. The commercial automatic air pollution system has high precision 
which are very expensive and they are big in size and they cannot be used large scale [3]. Based on internet of 
things in protecting the environment many air pollution real-time monitoring system are introduced [4]. 
 

LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The worldwide condition is as of now confronting a noteworthy issue of air contamination. It is one of 
the chief reason for natural and social wellbeing dangers in India [5]. Air contamination represents a genuine 
risk to living things, eco-framework and atmosphere, particularly on human wellbeing in thickly populated 
urban regions where the contamination levels ceaselessly begins expanding over the more secure points of 
confinement [6]. Ongoing air quality observing frameworks requires exceptional highlights like correct 
estimation of the parameters and investigation of the same. It settles on basic leadership on convenient 
premise and simple for checking and controlling air quality [7]. Presently observing urban air quality is basic 
subject that should be taken care of for upgrading the prosperity of natives [8]. A definitive focus of these 
frameworks is to give correct, live data concerning the air contamination dangers and to the pertinent 
specialists for taking the important choices and activities to enhance the air quality [9]. Continuous portrayal of 
current situation can be seen however such applications which permits to do wellbeing sway assessments [10]. 
 

DESIGN 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: EPAS Architecture 
 

The whole framework is built from a 5V 3A control supply. Every one of the four sensors drawpower 
upwards of 150 mA, the Edison around 500 mA, and the DotStar LEDs up to 2400 mA. Since the DotStar strip 
will never be completely on or set to white, the 3-amp supply should work fine and dandy. The whole 
framework is exchanged on through a little flip switch[11][12]. A solitary green LED is associated through a 
330-ohm resistor to the 5V rail to demonstrate the power status.  
 

CONTROL 
 

An Intel Edison runs the show for the Environmental Alert System. The Edison is mounted on an 
Arduino breakout board, which makes it simple to peruse the simple signs from the sensors and 
potentiometers. The Edison is associated with the 5V rail through a miniaturized scale usb link. The Edison has 
a worked in Wi-Fi radio, which enables it to interface with the web without the requirement for any extra 
equipment.  
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SENSORS 
 

The framework has four sensors that associate the Edison. Every sensor is controlled by the 5V power 
supply and has its flag stick associated separately to A0 through A3 on the Edison breakout board. The sensors 
additionally each have an affectability modification resistor like the MQ-7 has a 10K ohm resistor and the rest 
each have a 20K resistor. The MQ-2 is a flammable gas sensor like the liquified oil gas, propane, hydrogen, and 
methane that yields a simple voltage corresponding to the fixation from 300 to 10,000 sections for each 
million. The MQ-4 is a methane gas sensor and has a proportionate fixation to voltage reaction. The MQ-6 is a 
LPG, isobutane, propane sensor. The MQ-7 is a carbon-monoxide sensor.  
 

There are two potentiometers and two flip switches for client input. The flip switches are associated 
between the computerized sticks on the Edison and permit choice between the two "limit" modification 
potentiometers. The potentiometers are associated over the 5V rail and have their wipers associated with the 
staying simple contributions on the Edison (A4 and A5).  
 

The Edison associates and controls a solitary segment of DotStar LEDs by means of SPI. Each strip is 
cut into four portions of 10 LEDs each and after that associated in arrangement to shape a single strip, which 
makes for easier programming control. The framework likewise has a ringer for quick sound-related criticism if 
any of the sensors identifies an incentive over the set limit. The ringer is associated with 5V and is controlled 
through a solitary NPN transistor that is driven by one of the Edison's GPIO pins.  
 

POWER 
 

The power for the framework is furnished by a burly divider wart with a standard barrel jack which is 
associated straightforwardly to the power switch. The barrel jack must be screwed into its plate before 
fastening. The ground wire is associated with a terminal square on the scaled down protoboard. The yield of 
the switch is associated through 22 AWG wire to the contiguous opening on the terminal square. There are 
male and female headers on either side of the proto board to permit brisk power associations.  
 

The signal is broken out with female header wires to take into account fast get together. The driver 
transistor and entryway resistor are fastened on the small scale protoboard with a solitary male header 
appended to the gatherer of the transistor. The LED strips are broken into four 10 LED fragments and 
reconnected with four wires between each. The modest copper cushions on the LEDs are particularly hard to 
weld, so additional care must be taken to join them legitimately. The LED strip is broken out with male header 
wires.  
 
Software and Configuration  
 

The program is an Arduino draw running on the Edison. we appended the program and the DotStar 
library which we adjusted by remarking out line 111 of AdafruitDotStar.  
 
The program has four principle capacities:  
 
GetInput() - peruses the condition of the switches and the simple estimations of the potentiometers, setting 
the limit for every sensor relying upon the condition of the switches.  
 
Check Sensors() - peruses the simple estimations of every individual sensor, averaging crosswise over 10 
focuses per sensor for each 1 second  
 
Run Test() - measures the simple estimations of the sensors against their individual limits  
 
Sound Alarm() - interfaces by means of Temboo and sends a remote alarm (either content or email)  
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Calibration  
 

In spite of the fact that it runs instantly on boot, the sensors themselves have a 48-hour important 
pre-warm time with a specific end goal to run successfully. After the "pre-warm" process is finished, the 
sensors will give more dependable readings.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 

This investigation has exploredsome remarkable sensor information. This task could be extended in a 
significant number way. It's very worth making sense of a web interface for plotting the sensor information 
after some time or from different sources.  
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